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We investigate the excited states of a neutral donor bound exciton (D0X) in bulk GaN by means of

high-resolution, polychromatic photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectroscopy. The optically

most prominent donor in our sample is silicon accompanied by only a minor contribution of

oxygen—the key for an unambiguous assignment of excited states. Consequently, we can observe

a multitude of Si0X-related excitation channels with linewidths down to 200 leV. Two groups of

excitation channels are identified, belonging either to rotational-vibrational or electronic excited

states of the hole in the Si0X complex. Such identification is achieved by modeling the excited

states based on the equations of motion for a Kratzer potential, taking into account the particularly

large anisotropy of effective hole masses in GaN. Furthermore, several ground- and excited states

of the exciton-polaritons and the dominant bound exciton are observed in the photoluminescence

(PL) and PLE spectra, facilitating an estimate of the associated complex binding energies. Our data

clearly show that great care must be taken if only PL spectra of D0X centers in GaN are analyzed.

Every PL feature we observe at higher emission energies with regard to the Si0X ground state cor-

responds to an excited state. Hence, any unambiguous peak identification renders PLE spectra

highly valuable, as important spectral features are obscured in common PL spectra. Here, GaN rep-

resents a particular case among the wide-bandgap, wurtzite semiconductors, as comparably low

localization energies for common D0X centers are usually paired with large emission linewidths

and the prominent optical signature of exciton-polaritons, making the sole analysis of PL spectra a

challenging task. VC 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5028370

I. INTRODUCTION

Close to the bandedge energy of a bulk semiconductor,

one can frequently observe the intrinsic exciton emission

lines in addition to a rich spectrum of bound exciton

complexes—a unique window for monitoring different

impurity species. Each individual type of impurity can bind

an exciton, usually leading to a bright and distinct emission

line in any direct bandgap semiconductor, lowered by the

localization energy (Eloc) with regard to the intrinsic exciton

emission due to a chemical shift. Since the early days of

bound exciton spectroscopy, it was the aim to assign a partic-

ular impurity to each experimentally observed chemical

shift, in order to utilize the spectrum of bound excitons as an

impurity fingerprint.1 Even though bound exciton spectros-

copy probes the presence of impurities well below the con-

ventional detection limit of alternative techniques like, e.g.,

secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS),2 any quantifica-
tion of the impurity concentration often remains laborious

due to varying free exciton capture cross sections among the

impurities.3

In order to obtain a solid relation between a bound exci-

ton and an impurity one can, e.g., undertake photolumines-

cence (PL) measurements at low temperature on samples

that contain radioactive isotopes of the dopant.4 For instance,

ion implantation in combination with thermal annealing or

thermal diffusion techniques has proven to yield samples

suitable for such impurity studies. Exemplarily, Meyer et al.
summarize such identification efforts in ZnO,1 which have

led to the chemical identification of the most prominent neu-

tral donor bound excitons (D0X), similar to comparable

achievements in cubic ZnSe,5 and many other direct bandgap

wurtzite semiconductors.2 For instance, in ZnO, the most

prominent D0X emission lines are found in an Eloc interval

of around 35 meV, featuring emission linewidths well below

100 leV.6 In contrast, in GaN the dominant D0X emission

lines are only distributed over approximately 10 meV with

common emission linewidths around 1 meV and only a very

few reports achieving record linewidths of 100 leV.7 In

addition, a straightforward analysis of bound excitons in

GaN is often plagued by a number of excited D0X states that

appear in luminescence on the high-energy tail of the D0X

emission.8 Hence, it appears as a clear challenge to distin-

guish between additional bound exciton lines in their

ground state and features of excited states due to peak over-

lap. In addition, most high quality GaN samples that were

used for the pioneering analysis of the excited states of D0X

centers8,9 exhibited prominent bound excitonic emission

related to oxygen and silicon of comparable intensity.

Hence, as the Si0X and O0X ground state emission is only

split by around 900 leV,8,10 it becomes extremely challeng-

ing to identify all the luminescence features related to the

excited states, even for selectively excited PL.
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In contrast, our GaN sample only comprises a negligible

luminescence contribution related to O0X; hence, the entire

near bandedge spectrum is dominated by Si0X facilitating an

identification of all the associated excited states. In contrast

to previous studies,9 we do not restrict our analysis to selec-

tively excited PL spectra, but record polychromatic photolu-

minescence excitation (PLE) spectra—the technique of

choice for analyzing excited states of excitonic complexes.11

On the one hand, above the energy of the A-exciton-polari-

ton (XA) we observe a set of excitation channels related to

the exciton-polaritons and their excited states (n¼ 2), which

we also find to bind at the Si0 center. On the other hand,

below the energy of XA we can identify up to six additional

excited states, all related to the Si0XA center as supported by

calculations. Furthermore, even excited states related to the

B-valence band can be identified. Based on a consistent set

of material parameters for GaN, we can relate our experi-

mental findings to vibrational-rotational excited states as

well as electronically excited states of the hole in the Si0XA

complex. Our results highlight that great care must be taken

when identifying bound excitons and their excited states in

GaN by PL, as the combination of low Eloc values and rather

large linewidths renders PLE measurements the technique of

choice.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The investigated GaN sample was grown on c-plane, ran-

dom core, GaN substrates12 (n-type) obtained from a hydride

vapor phase epitaxy based overgrowth technique, with a

dislocation density �106 cm�2. First, a 360-nm-thick GaN

buffer is grown at a temperature of 1000 �C with tri-methyl-

gallium and H2 as carrier gas. Subsequently, a 500-nm-thick

Al0.06Ga0.94N layer is deposited at 1000 �C with tri-methyl-

aluminum and H2 as carrier gas, before 100 nm of GaN is

grown at a temperature of 950 �C based on a tri-ethyl-gallium

precursor. The use of an Al0.06Ga0.94N interlayer allows us to

inhibit carrier migration and to study the top GaN layer opti-

cally without any significant luminescence contribution from

the underlying GaN buffer and substrate. SIMS measure-

ments confirmed that the oxygen and silicon concentration in

our sample is below the detection limit (�2� 1016 cm�3),

while the carbon concentration amounts to �1� 1016 cm�3.

Such a characteristic shall serve as a basis to reveal the negli-

gible contribution of oxygen-related neutral donor bound

excitonic features in our sample based on the PL and PLE

analysis discussed in Secs. III A and V.

PL and PLE spectra were measured with the sample

mounted in a cold-finger helium-flow cryostat at a tempera-

ture of 4 K. We used a tunable dye laser as excitation source

that employed 2-methyl-5-t-butyl-p-quaterphenyl as active

medium dissolved in 1,4-dioxane for spectroscopic purposes.

The dye laser was pumped by a XeCl excimer laser emitting

at 308 nm with a repetition rate of 100 Hz, enabling a pulse

duration of 12 ns for the dye laser. In order to avoid any high

excitation effects, the quasi-continuous-wave pumping

power of the dye laser was limited to 0.2 lW. The linewidth

of the excitation laser amounts to around 40 leV and the

side-mode suppression ratio amounts to two orders of

magnitude. The excitation light was guided towards the sam-

ple at an incident angle of 45� with respect to the c-axis (k
! 45� c-axis), while being focused by an achromatic lens

doublet for the ultraviolet (UV) spectral regime with a focal

length of 20 cm (excitation spot size diameter: �100 lm).

The sample’s luminescence was collected in kkc geometry

using a lens with a numerical aperture of 0.56, before it was

finally imaged onto a Spex 1404 double monochromator

(85 cm focal length). This monochromator was equipped

with two 1200 l/mm gratings (500 nm blaze wavelength),

which we employed in second order to achieve an optical

resolution better than 50 leV in the wavelength regime of

interest. Finally, the dispersed light was monitored with a

UV-enhanced, charge-coupled-device (CCD) array from

Princeton Instruments (128 � 1340 pixels). Hence, for each

chosen excitation wavelength we were able to record a PL

spectrum, enabling, so-called, polychromatic PLE scans.

Due to the large detection area of the CCD detector, it was

of utmost importance to employ a double monochromator as

a sufficiently low stray light level had to be achieved in close

energetic vicinity to the excitation laser line. Furthermore,

the chosen excitation and detection geometry for the PLE

scans was dictated by the aim to suppress most of the laser

light from already entering into the detection system. All

PL and PLE spectra were calibrated based on a mercury cali-

bration lamp. Subsequently, wavelength was converted to

energy without applying any correction for the refractive

index of air in order to make the present results more compa-

rable to the commonly available literature treating bound

excitons in GaN. Application of such a vacuum correction

would shift all in the following reported absolute peak ener-

gies by around 900 leV to lower energies.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1(a) shows a scheme of the most common groups

of excited states of a D0XA center that commonly appear

energetically below the XA transition. Taking the D0XA as

the energetic reference, one can observe the related D0XB

center at higher energies (orange). The measured splitting

closely matches the A-B-valence band splitting in wurtzite

semiconductors like ZnO13 and CdS,14,15 which is governed

by the subtle balance between the crystal-field and the spin-

orbit interaction at such a shallowly bound impurity. In addi-

tion, electronic excited states (blue) can be observed in both

PL and PLE spectra, which correspond to the excited (e.g.,

p- and d-like) states of the hole in a D0XA center, as first

described by Puls et al. for excited D0XA states in CdS.16

Similar to molecular vibrations, the four-particle complex of

a D0XA center can also exhibit rotational and vibrational

states (green), which are usually situated in close vicinity to

the ground state.1,13 As first pointed out by Thomas and

Hopfield for bound excitons in CdS,15 a clear experimental

distinction between such electronic and rotational-vibrational

excited states is not feasible as the electron and hole possess

effective masses of the same order of magnitude—in clear

contrast to the atomic/molecular case. Hence, in order to sep-

arate both types of excited states one has to rely on modeling

as presented in Sec. IV.
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Depending on the anisotropy of the hole mass mh, the

degeneracy of the electronic states with respect to the mag-

netic quantum number (m) is lifted, leading to, e.g., a two-

or threefold splitting depending on the angular momentum

quantum number l.16 Normally, states with l� 2 lie energeti-

cally above the XA transition and are therefore unstable.

Usually, the influence of the hole mass anisotropy on the

rotational-vibrational states cannot be resolved by emission-

based techniques like PL and PLE and would for instance

rather require infrared absorption measurements.17,18

In order to summarize the experimental challenge, it is

important to note that all these different groups of excited

states are spectrally situated in between the emission energy

of XA (�3.480 eV) and Si0XA (�3.473 eV) at a temperature

of 4 K as highlighted in Fig. 1. Hence, in GaN a large num-

ber of excited states are just distributed over an energy win-

dow of around 7 meV, rendering PLE measurements well-

suited, as they provide the strongest isolation from extrane-
ous excitation processes leading to emission line broadening

and peak overlap.11

A. Basics of excited states related to D0XA centers

Because of the numerous excited states of a D0XA cen-

ter, the spectrum recorded close to resonant excitation of XB

displayed in Fig. 1(b) (3.485 eV excitation—black) shows a

strongly broadened but still structured emission tail towards

higher energies, rendering it extremely difficult to pinpoint

certain transitions. However, as soon as the excitation laser is

tuned in between the XA and XB transition (3.483 eV

excitation—grey), i.e., towards lower absorption, one starts to

observe finer details, which is accompanied by an emission

linewidth reduction from around 400 to 200 leV. Clearly, the

lower absorption in between XA and XB increases the degree

of details visible in the spectra, as the excitation of Si0XA is

less dominated by exciton transfer towards the binding center

in favor of a direct excitation of the bound exciton via the quasi

continuum of electronic excited states (l� 2).11 Interestingly,

the optical signature related to the O0XA center—about

900 leV lower in energy compared to Si0XA
8,10,19—is very

low in intensity, representing a significant simplification for

the analysis of our PL and PLE spectra, as we will not have to

deal with two sequences of overlaying excited states. In addi-

tion, the PL spectra in Fig. 1(b) show an emission line at

3.4675 eV of unknown origin. Several interpretations for this

emission line exist in the literature ranging from a deep, over

an ionized donor-bound exciton, to a neutral, shallow acceptor

bound exciton.20–23 Even though this line is reported in the lit-

erature to appear at slightly different energies, its identifica-

tion—but not its interpretation—can be achieved based on an

apparent zero-field splitting on the order of 800 leV (not

shown).22 However, a detailed PLE study of this comparably

faint emission line remains a task for future work; at first, the

basic excited states of a D0XA in GaN must be understood.

Figure 2 shows an overview PLE spectrum of the Si0XA

complex (red) in addition to a PL spectrum (black) recorded

with an excitation energy above the C-exciton-polariton

(XC) in GaN in order to approach the band continuum—an

excitation condition similar to what is obtained by most

groups with above bandgap excitation. Both spectra were

extracted from the polychromatic PLE scans that include a

PLE spectrum for each PL energy and vice versa. Here, Fig.

2 shows a PLE spectrum for a single pixel of the PL spec-

trum at the energetic position of the Si0XA transition corre-

sponding to a bandpass of around 40 leV, in good agreement

with the spectral resolution of our spectrometer. In contrast,

the step-width of the excitation laser was set to 105 leV in

order to allow recording the present overview PLE spectrum

in a reasonable timeframe, while the full-width at half maxi-

mum of the excitation laser was constant at around 40 leV.

Hence, depending on the settings, the PL and PLE resolution

in all spectra are not always identical. In Fig. 2, we can now

directly observe excitation channels of the Si0XA complex

above (I) and below (II) the XA transition as introduced in

Fig. 1. I: Towards higher energies, one first observes an exci-

tation channel related to exciton-polaritons that comprise a

hole from the B-valence band (XB). Hence, we can estimate

the XA-XB-splitting [5.5(1) meV—numbers in brackets indi-

cate the error]. Even closer to the bandedge, the first excited

states of these two transitions can be observed, exhibiting an

almost identical splitting of 17.2(1) meV and 17.3(1) meV

(summarized in Table I) for Xn¼2
A , respectively, Xn¼2

B , due to

the small corresponding variation of the effective exciton

Rydberg.24 In addition, 21.6(2) meV above the Si0XA ground

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch illustrating the two main groups of D0XA-related excited

states below the free A-exciton (XA): rotational-vibrational states (green) as

well as electronic excited states (blue and orange). Here, D0XB denotes a

neutral donor bound exciton comprising a hole from the B-valence band.

The large anisotropy in the GaN hole mass mh lifts the degeneracy of excited

states, leading to optically resolvable splittings for the case of electronic

excited states. The PL spectra in (b) were either excited close to resonance

with XB (black) or in between the XA and XB transitions (grey). Such selec-

tive excitation allows resolving parts of the excitonic fine structure as intro-

duced in (a).
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state the corresponding Si0Xn¼2
A state appears in the PLE

spectrum of Fig. 2, allowing us to estimate a silicon donor

electron binding of 28.8(2) meV based on a simple effec-

tive mass approach (EMA). The transition noticeable in

between Xn¼2
A and Xn¼2

B in Fig. 2 can tentatively be assigned

to XC, which mainly comprises a mixture of C1 and C5 states

due to the selected PLE configuration. Here, the selection

rules are relaxed due to the large numerical aperture of

0.56 of the collection lens and the incidence angle of the exci-

tation laser of 45 degrees, facilitating the quasi-resonant

excitation.

II: Towards lower energies with respect to XA, one

observes an entire set of excited states of the Si0XA complex

marked with asterisks, which are either of an electronic

(blue), or rotational-vibrational type (green). However, more

detailed PLE measurements are required in order to obtain

an assignment of all these excited states, which are also par-

tially visible in the PL spectrum, cf. Fig. 2.

In addition to the determination of the silicon donor

binding energy based on the splitting between Si0Xn¼2
A and

the Si0Xn¼1
A ground state, we can estimate it based on the

two-electron satellite (TES) transition, which was simulta-

neously recorded with the spectra from Fig. 2 (not shown).

In these TES spectra, we do not observe any contribution of

O0XA-related 2s- and 2p-states, rendering the spectroscopic

analysis of the Si0XA-related TES states a straightforward

task. Here, we follow an approach described by Meyer et al.

for the case of ZnO,1 which takes into account the different

chemical shift for ground- and excited-states, but also

polaron, as well as anisotropy corrections.24–26 Hence, based

on a 1s to 2pz splitting of 19.95(10) meV we can determine a

silicon donor binding energy of 27.3(5) meV. This value is

significantly smaller than the silicon donor binding energy

we obtained based on the Si0X
n¼1;2
A states visible in Fig. 2

[28.8(2) meV]. This discrepancy of 1.5 meV can be well

understood based on the different and comparably large

chemical shifts that occur for the 1s and 2s states in contrast

to the less affected 2pz and 2px,y states. A TES analysis based

on such 1s and 2s states would yield a donor binding energy

of 29.0(5) meV, which is in reasonable agreement with the

former more simplistic analysis of Si0X
n¼1;2
A based on the

PLE spectrum. However, these values always overestimate

the donor binding energy as they are based on an oversimpli-

fied EMA,1 rendering the value of 27.3(5) meV for the donor

binding energy of silicon based on the 1s to 2pz splitting the

most reliable value we can obtain. Note that this silicon

donor binding energy will form the basis for the calculations

presented in Sec. IV. However, even deviations of a few

meV will neither change the meaningfulness of the calcula-

tions nor the following interpretation.

B. Detailed analysis of excited states with energies
below the XA transition

Figure 3 shows a high-resolution PLE spectrum of the

Si0Xn¼1
A center (red) along with a PL spectrum (black) for an

excitation energy in between Xn¼1
A and Xn¼1

B . In addition, a

PLE spectrum for the low-energy side shoulder of the main

Si0Xn¼1
A emission is shown (purple). Starting at higher exci-

tation energies, we first observe the excitation channels

related to Xn¼1
A and Xn¼1

B . However, in contrast to Fig. 2, a

clear splitting is resolved. We attribute these splittings (see

Table I) to the longitudinal-transverse splittings (DLT) of the

C5-exciton-polaritons related to the A-(X
n¼1 ðL;TÞ
A ) and

B-valence band (X
n¼1 ðL;TÞ
B ) in GaN.27 Due to our particular

experimental geometry (k ! 45� c-axis, no polarizers used)

the selection rules are relaxed, hence leading to the partial

observation of mixed exciton-polariton modes and thus the

given approximation of DLT.28 The polarization- and angular-

dependent analysis of the optical signatures of the C5- and

C1-exciton-polaritons in this GaN sample should be left for

future work. All relevant splittings are summarized in Table I.

In addition, at lower energy we observe a triplet peak

structure centered �5.55(5) meV in Fig. 3 (orange markers).

We attribute this feature to the Si0Xn¼1
B excitation channel of

the ground state, not only based on the apparent similarity

with the PLE and PL spectra in close energetic vicinity to

Si0Xn¼1
A (peak triplet), but also on a ground state to excited

state splitting of 5.55(5) meV. This value nicely matches the

energy separation between Xn¼1
A and Xn¼1

B , i.e., the A-B

TABLE I. Summary of the most relevant peak splittings extracted from Figs. 2 and 3 depending on the precision that could be reached during the peak position

readout. DLT stands for the longitudinal-transverse splitting of the exciton-polaritons. Numbers in brackets indicate the errors. All numbers are given in meV.

X
n¼1 ðLÞ
B � X

n¼1 ðLÞ
A X

n¼1 ðTÞ
B � X

n¼1 ðTÞ
A DLT Xn¼1

A DLT Xn¼1
B X

L; n¼2
A �X

L; n¼1
A X

L; n¼2
B � X

L; n¼1
B Si0Xn¼2

A � Si0Xn¼1
A Si0Xn¼1

B � Si0Xn¼1
A

5.4(1) 4.8(1) 0.7(1) 1.3(1) 17.2(1) 17.3(1) 21.6(2) 5.55(5)

FIG. 2. Overview PLE spectrum (red) of a GaN sample compared with the

corresponding PL spectrum (black). Energetically above the XA transition,

one can observe a multitude of transitions related to excited states of free

excitons, comprising a hole from the B-valence band (XB) and/or an electron

in its first excited state (Xn¼2
A and Xn¼2

B ). Transitions marked with an asterisk

correspond to rotational-vibrational states (green), electronic excited states

of the hole in the D0XA complex (blue), or excited states comprising a hole

from the B-valence band (orange). Relevant energy splittings are

highlighted. Numbers in brackets indicate the errors.
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valance band splitting of GaN, cf. Table I. Former observa-

tions of this excitation channel in, e.g., ZnO and CdS,14,15

always yielded an energy separation that closely matched the

A-B valence band splitting, with the I4 line in ZnO as the

only exception exhibiting a minor deviation of 0.4 meV.13

The PL features related to the Si0Xn¼1
B excitation channel

triplet are faint and partially overlapping with the lumines-

cence related to the A-exciton-polaritons. Furthermore, due

to the small deviation of the hole masses related to the

A- and B-valence band, it is natural to assume that Si0Xn¼1
B

features excited states similar to the ground state; hence, the

apparent similarities between the related PL and PLE signa-

tures. In Sec. V, the excitation and/or luminescence peak

triplet related to Si0Xn¼1
A;B will be discussed in more detail.

Lower in energy one also observes a sequence of at least

six excitation channels (Fig. 3), which are labelled from A to

F (green and blue) in the following. The most prominent

PLE features are all well reproduced in the PL spectrum of

Fig. 3, where they intensify with reducing energy spacing to

Si0Xn¼1
A . The excitation channels A-F should either be

related to electronic and/or rotational-vibrational states as

schematically introduced in Fig. 1. In order to obtain an

assignment of those excitation channels, we calculate these

excited states using a consistent set of material parameters

for GaN24 as described in Sec. IV.

IV. CALCULATION OF THE EXCITED STATES

In analogy to molecular vibrations, we first summarize

an estimate of the rotational and vibrational energies of the

Si0Xn¼1
A exciton. Commonly, within a “pseudo-donor model”

one assumes that the hole of the exciton is tightly bound to

the acceptor species,29,30 while the electron is in a large

orbit. In contrast, for a neutral donor bound exciton it is the

hole, which exhibits a large orbit governed by the donor

potential, giving rise to the excited states observed in experi-

ments. Based on the simplification implied by replacing a

Morse potential by a Kratzer potential31 in order to approxi-

mate the donor potential

V rð Þ ¼ �2D
a

r
� a2

2r2

� �
; (1)

one can derive the following expression32 for the energy of

the vibrational and rotational states with the corresponding

vibrational and rotational quantum numbers � and J:

E �; Jð Þ ¼ � 2mha2=�h2
� �

D2

� þ 1

2

� �
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J þ 1

2

� �2

þ 2mha2

�h2

� �
D

s2
4

3
5

2
:

(2)

Here, mh is the reduced hole mass averaged over the three

directions in k-space, a is the distance between the hole and

the donor impurity, and D is the donor binding energy as

derived in Sec. III A. A first approximation of the interval

for the parameter a can be obtained from a simple EMA

based on a typical magnesium acceptor binding energy in

GaN ranging in between 150 and 200 meV, consequently

leading to an a value in between 0.5 and 0.4 nm.33,34

The energy of each individual vibrational and rotational

state above the ground state Si0Xn¼1
A is calculated as the dif-

ference between E �; Jð Þ and E 0; 0ð Þ. Consequently, we

obtain three groups of states: I. Two, energetically almost

degenerate states �; Jf g ¼ 0; 1f g ¼ 1; 0f g, II. Three degen-

erate states �; Jf g ¼ 0; 2f g ¼ 1; 1f g ¼ 2; 0f g, and III. A

quasi-continuum of states with higher quantum numbers �
and J. In the following, we will always employ such group-

ing of states if their splitting cannot be resolved by the

employed experimental means (�40 leV). For the acceptor

binding energy interval under consideration, the energy for

the states in group I (EI) scales in between 1.44 and

0.87 meV, while we obtain 1.73 meV to 1.05 meV for group

II (EII). These results already reach a good agreement with

the experimental results shown in Fig. 3 regarding the excita-

tion channels B and C (green) and the corresponding lumi-

nescence trace. Clearly, no other excitation channels occur

within the calculated energy range for the rotational-

vibrational states, rendering a misinterpretation unlikely.

Interestingly, the best agreement between the experiment

and theory is found for a � 0.45 nm, a value that would cor-

respond to a relatively shallow magnesium acceptor binding

energies (Ebind) of, e.g., 164 6 5 meV as experimentally

determined by Callsen et al.33 for a GaN sample with a mag-

nesium concentration of 8� 1017 cm�3. Hence, for this par-

ticular distance in between the hole and the donor impurity,

we calculate an energy of 1.24 meV for group I (DEI

� 20 leV), while group II is split-off by 250 leV (DEII

� 10 leV). Not only the absolute energy of these two groups

FIG. 3. High-resolution PLE spectrum (red line) showing the longitudinal-

transverse-splitting of the A- and B-exciton-polaritons (black markers), the

B valence band related excited states of the neutral silicon donor bound exci-

ton (orange markers), its electronic excited states (blue markers), and the

associated vibrational-rotational states (green markers). The PL spectrum

(black line) shows luminescence features for most of the excited states. In

addition, a PLE spectrum recorded in the low-energy shoulder S of the

Si0Xn¼1
A transition (purple line) is shown in order to highlight the connection

in between the ground state transition and its first electronic excited state A.

The energies of the optical transitions A–F are calculated in Sec. IV and

summarized in the term scheme of Fig. 4.
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of states achieves a good match with the experimental results

as summarized in Fig. 4, also the energy splitting between

the two groups is in good agreement. Finally, additional PLE

excitation channels are observed in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d)–3(f)

that cannot be explained by any rotational-vibrational

excited states of Si0Xn¼1
A and are discussed in the following.

Puls et al. have developed a theoretical model for neu-

tral donor bound excitons in wurtzite CdS that allows the

description of such additional excitation channels.16 These

excited states of the Si0Xn¼1
A exciton are related to p- and d-

like hole states that are fully characterized by the radial

quantum number nr , l, and m. By solving the Schr€odinger

equation of the neutral donor bound exciton complex consid-

ering the Kratzer potential from Eq. (1), one obtains an

expression for the total energy E bð Þ of each excited hole

state16

E bð Þ ¼ Eg þ 2D b2 � 11

8
b

2
64

� s2t2

2

mh

me
nr þ

1

2
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lþ 1

2

� �2

þ st2

b

mh

me

s0
@

1
A
�2
3
75:

(3)

Here, b ¼ aD

ae
denotes the variational parameter used to mini-

mize Eq. (3), comprising the fixed Bohr radius of the donor

electron aD and an adjustable Bohr radius ae for the 1s elec-

tron in the exciton bound to the Si0 impurity. Furthermore,

Eg describes the bandgap and me is the reduced electron

mass, while s ¼ 1:0136 and t ¼ 1:337 are related to the

Kratzer potential and should be generally valid for exciton-

impurity complexes.13 All other symbols have the same

meaning as in Eq. (2). The electronic excited states calcu-

lated based on Eq. (3) still exhibit a degeneracy in m, which

is lifted as soon as the anisotropy of the effective hole mass

in GaN is considered. Depending on the particular excited

state jnr; l;mi, a corresponding averaging of the

perpendicular and parallel mh values must be considered,16

which is additionally weighted by the ratio of the static

dielectric constants for each such directions.24

Interestingly, in the literature Eq. (3) is employed in two

different ways: (1) the total energy E bð Þ is either fully mini-

mized31 (technically correct) or (2) E bð Þ is just minimized

until the experimentally observed ground state energy is

reached,13,16 while sometimes even D is used as an additional

free parameter.35 Based on our analysis from Sec. III A, we

can utilize the experimentally determined, fixed D value of

27.3(5) meV. As a result, we obtain two differently spaced

and ordered hierarchies of electronic states (black and red) as

illustrated in Fig. 4 along with the rotational-vibrational

excited states (green) and the experimental results (blue and

orange). The calculation of electronic excited states based on

approach (1) as shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 1 (red

and black) predicts two experimentally observable PLE exci-

tation channels if one considers the anisotropy of mh: the

j0; 1; 0i state and an experimentally not resolvable overlap

of j0; 1;61i and j0; 2; 0i states. However, the number of

observed shallow excitation channels (A–F) in PLE is signifi-

cantly larger (Fig. 4).

Interestingly, based on approach (2) one can compute a

much larger number of excited states of Si0Xn¼1
A in the

energy range of the experimental excitation channels. We

believe that a similar observation for ZnO13 and CdS16 origi-

nates from the frequent application of method (2) in the liter-

ature directly illustrating a short-coming of the modeling

related to the particular shape of the donor potential.

Nevertheless, based on the left-hand side of Fig. 4 (black and

red) we can obtain a tentative interpretation for the excitation

channels A–F. The only transition energetically close to the

excitation channel A is the j0; 1; 0i one, representing the rare

case of an electronic state that is shifted below the

rotational-vibrational states due to the large anisotropy of mh

in GaN. Both excitation channels B and C seem to match

with the two main groups of rotational-vibrational states.

However, a degeneracy with the electronic states j0; 2; 0i
and j0; 1;61i cannot be excluded. The PLE features D-F

FIG. 4. Summary of all the excited

states related to an exciton bound to

the neutral silicon donor in GaN. The

degeneracy in the magnetic quantum

number m is lifted for the electronic

states (black) due to an anisotropy of

the reduced hole mass mh leading to a

large set of states (red). In addition, the

calculated rotational-vibrational states

are illustrated (green) along with the

experimental results extracted from

Fig. 3. The modeling is either based on

(1) a full minimization of the total

energy E bð Þ or (2) on a minimization

of E bð Þ until the experimental ground

state energy of Si0XA is reached.
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seem to correspond to the set of five states ranging from

j0; 2;61i to j1; 2; 0i as highlighted in Fig. 4. Here, a defini-

tive assignment of all transitions cannot be achieved.

Nevertheless, one can plausibly assume that the strongest

excitation channel E is related to the j1; 0; 0i state. The light

red lines in Fig. 4 indicate excitation channels with a low tran-

sition probability based on selection rule considerations8 and

calculations employed for CdS.16 However, a calculation of

the oscillator strength of all these electronic as well as

rotational-vibrational states is beyond the scope of the present

work, as additionally, band-mixing effects would need to be

considered in GaN, as it was done for CdS.16

V. DISCUSSION

As SIMS measurements show that our sample is charac-

terized by oxygen and silicon concentrations below the

SIMS detection limit, we relied on our PL and PLE analysis

in order to infer their respective spectroscopic contribution.

Our reasoning supporting the negligible contribution of oxy-

gen in the GaN sample is threefold. First, the PL spectrum

shown in Fig. 1 is dominated by the emission related to

Si0Xn¼1
A , while only a very faint and spectrally undefined sig-

nal is observed for O0Xn¼1
A about 900 leV lower in energy.8

As a side result, the TES spectra do not show any oxygen-

related spectral features as discussed in Sec. III A. In addi-

tion, the energy of the rotational-vibrational states of group I

is typical for silicon with 1.18(1) meV as shown in Fig. 3 in

agreement with the value of 1.2 meV reported in the litera-

ture.8 As oxygen exhibits a larger Eloc value compared to sil-

icon in GaN, the corresponding energy of the group I

rotational-vibrational states increases,13 leading to an

�100 leV larger value as shown in PL spectra reported by

Monemar et al.8

The PL (black) and PLE (red) spectra displayed in Fig. 3

show that the Si0Xn¼1
A ground state transition at 3.47300(1)

eV is accompanied by an additional spectral feature S that

appears 430(10) leV lower in energy, while the electronic

excitation channel A is situated 450(10) leV higher in energy.

In addition, the PLE spectrum at the energy position of the S

line illustrated in Fig. 3 (purple) shows that the Si0Xn¼1
A

ground state and the spectral feature A form clear excitation

channels, while contributions from rotational-vibrational

excited states are absent.

If the S line were a bound exciton related to another

impurity, then one would expect such rotational-vibrational

excited states at an energy value close to 1.18(1) meV in

accordance with our observation for Si0Xn¼1
A (see Fig. 3),

because the energy of a rotational-vibrational excited state

scales with the Eloc value of the particular bound exciton.13

For instance, even for the spectral feature A we can observe

a rotational-vibrational state with an energy splitting of

1.16(1) meV in a corresponding PLE spectrum (not shown).

Naturally, one could assume that every electronic excited

state features its own rotational-vibrational state(s) similar to

the electronic ground state transition. This observation along

with our calculations supports that the feature A is indeed

related to the energetically lowest lying electronic excited

state of Si0Xn¼1
A and not to another impurity. Hence, the PLE

spectrum of the S line in Fig. 3 does not indicate an exciton

transfer in between different impurity species.11 However,

the origin of the S line and its relation to the Si0Xn¼1
A ground

state remains to be clarified. Generally, at least three possible

origins of the S line come into mind as discussed in the fol-

lowing. The S line could either originate from an interaction

with acoustic phonons, from a strain-induced splitting of the

degenerate states of the D0XA center, or from an isotope

effect in GaN.

A. Isotope effect in GaN

Two types of isotope effects can be distinguished for

bound excitons leading to a shift of their emission. Either the

isotopes of the dopant or the isotopes that constitute the

host material can lead to ground state splittings of, e.g., a

D0XA complex. Stable isotopes of the dopant silicon are

SiA¼ 28,29,30, with SiA¼ 28 as the most common species on

earth (92.2%). However, D0XA centers with higher isotopic

masses appear at higher energies in PL spectra,36 which nul-

lifies their relevance for the interpretation of the S line. In

addition, such isotopic effects are known to cause energy

shifts far below the linewidths of our sample.36 In contrast,

an isotope effect in the host material could indeed evoke

energy shifts on an order of magnitude that could be resolved

for our sample.37 First, an isotopic effect for nitrogen can be

neglected as among the stable isotopes NA¼ 14,15 the natural

occurrence of NA¼ 14 strongly dominates with 99.6%. In con-

trast, two stable isotopes (GaA¼ 69,71) exist for the cation lat-

tice site of GaN, exhibiting a natural occurrence of 60.1%

and 39.9%, respectively. However, similar to the first type of

isotope effect, any heavier isotope introduces a D0XA shift to

higher energies. Hence, even the second type of isotopic

effect that directly affects the host material cannot explain

the occurrence of the S line. Only the A line is situated in an

energetic range that could be encompassed by an isotopic

shift of a bound exciton as, e.g., reported by Zhang et al. for

CdA¼ 110,112,114,116 in CdS.37 However, the ratio for the natu-

ral occurrence of GaA¼ 69,71 (�1.5:1) contradicts the emis-

sion line intensity ratio we observe in Fig. 3 for Si0Xn¼1
A and

its companion A (�3:1). As a result, an isotope effect cannot

straightforwardly explain the A or S lines in our spectra. To

summarize, the A line is identified as an excited state of the

Si0Xn¼1
A ground state, while the nature of the S-line still

remains to be identified.

B. Strain-induced ground state splittings
of a D0XA complex

At first glance, the splitting of the XA transition in GaN

into an allowed C5 orthoexciton and a forbidden C6 paraexci-

ton due to the C9-symmetry of the topmost valence band

appears as another possible explanation for the appearance of

the S line. Paskov et al.38 have reported a C5-C6 splitting for

the free A-exciton in GaN of 520(40) leV, which seems to

compare well with the splitting of the S line [430(10) leV]

and its intensity ratio to the ground state. However, Thomas

and Hopfield have pointed out that for wurtzite CdS15 such

a C5-C6 splitting for a bound state can only appear for an

ionized donor or acceptor bound exciton as their neutral
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counterparts always exhibit antiparallel spins for the two iden-

tical charges. Hence, no zero-field ground state splitting

should occur for the Si0Xn¼1
A complex. However, Reynolds

et al.39 have observed a splitting of a D0XA complex in ZnO

depending on which material (ZnS or ZnSe) they used as a

starting material for the crystal growth. They concluded that

using ZnSe evokes a particular strain distribution in the sam-

ple that affects the spin exchange coupling in the D0XA com-

plex. Thus, under a magnetic field they could resolve a four-

fold splitting of the D0XA transition, while under zero-field

conditions only three components were observed—a situation

very similar to our own observation, cf. Fig. 3 and Ref. 39.

Indeed, the growth technique applied for our GaN substrate12

could explain such a strain induced D0XA splitting in our sam-

ple as the dislocation density varies over the surface area. In

addition, one could expect that the underlying Al0.06Ga0.94N

layer affects the strain state of the analyzed GaN epilayer

grown on top of it (see Sec. II). However, confocal micro

Raman measurements performed with an excitation spot

diameter of around 400 nm (not shown) reveal an Ehigh
2 mode

position of 566.8(2) cm�1 for our sample, which is very close

to the relaxed value40 for bulk GaN of 567.0 cm�1. In addi-

tion, we find a full-width-at-half maximum for the Ehigh
2 mode

of 2.8(3) cm�1 at 300 K, an almost lifetime-limited value for

GaN41,42 pointing to minor strain fluctuations within the exci-

tation spot diameter. Hence, strain fluctuations at the micro-

and nano-scale appear to be small in our sample, making the

observation of a strain-induced splitting of the D0XA unlikely,

despite apparent similarities between the present GaN and

ZnO39 PL spectra. The relevant PL signature of both materials

shows a peak triplet under zero-field conditions that consists

of the S line, the Si0Xn¼1
A ground state, and the A line in our

GaN sample. However, all strain-split components of such a

D0XA center should feature rotational-vibrational excited

states, which is the case for the A line and Si0Xn¼1
A but not for

the S line, cf. Fig. 3.

C. Interaction of a D0XA complex with acoustic
phonons

Figure 3 shows an additional peak triplet centered

around Si0Xn¼1
B , which is very similar to our observation for

Si0Xn¼1
A along with the two PL and PLE lines named S and

A. Accordingly, we will name the low- and high-energy

parts of the peak triplet centered at Si0Xn¼1
B the S0 and A0

lines, cf. Fig. 3. Interestingly, for A and A0 the splitting

to their corresponding ground state is reduced from

450(10) leV to 360(30) leV, while for S and S0 the splitting

evolves from 430(10) leV to just 390(30) leV. Regarding

the A and A0 lines that each correspond to a j0; 1; 0i excited

state, we believe that this subtle difference is caused by devi-

ating averaged effective hole masses related to either the

A- or B-valence band. Generally, the excitation channel line-

widths of the peak triplet around Si0Xn¼1
B are increased in

comparison to Si0Xn¼1
A , which can tentatively be explained

by a lifetime broadening due to hole conversion from the B-

to the A-valence band under phonon emission.15 Shah et al.
have observed a distinct spectral feature in the low energy

flank of a neutral acceptor-bound exciton in CdS (the

so-called I1 line) at low temperatures.43 Upon rising temper-

ature, they observe a prominent, asymmetric broadening that

they attribute to the transition from Stokes- to an anti-

Stokes-process involving acoustic phonons. The S line in our

spectra could also originate from such an interaction with

acoustic phonons. However, the interaction of neutral donor-

bound excitons with acoustic phonons is much weaker

compared to their acceptor counterparts.15 Hence, a similar

temperature-dependent analysis under selective excitation in

GaN proves challenging and must remain a task for future

work. Generally, isoelectronic doping of our GaN sample

with indium—a way to introduce disorder in the crystal—

intensifies the PL and PLE contributions of selected excited

states of Si0Xn¼1
A , before a broadening sets in at higher dop-

ing concentrations at the onset of alloy formation (�0.01%

indium content). Clearly, quadrupole transitions like j0; 1; 0i
and j0; 1;61i,16 which match the excitation channels A and

C in Fig. 4 intensify due to such an increase in disorder in

the crystal. However, the S line also intensifies with rising

indium content, which we tentatively attribute to disorder-

induced phonon-confinement, boosting the exciton-phonon

interaction as commonly observed for nanostructures.44–46

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have presented a detailed analysis of

the excited states related to the neutral silicon donor bound

exciton (Si0Xn¼1
A ) in a high quality GaN epilayer. Based on

PL and PLE results in conjunction with calculations, we

could classify these excited states into rotational-vibrational

and electronic states. For the latter class, we could not only

identify excited states comprising a hole from the A-valence

band, but also states with a hole from the B-valence band

(Si0Xn¼1
B ) accompanied by their very own hierarchy of

excited states. Our results show that great care must be taken

when identifying bound excitons in GaN as even a single

bound exciton is accompanied by a large set of excited states

with prominent PL contributions depending on the particular

excitation conditions. The key for the present identification

of excitation channels in GaN was the low impurity concen-

tration in our sample causing PL spectra to be only domi-

nated by the Si0Xn¼1
A emission, while PL contributions of the

common oxygen donor were minor. In addition, we provided

detailed insights into the rich structure of the fundamental

absorption edge of GaN by not only identifying excited,

n¼ 2 states of the common exciton-polaritons (Xn¼2
A , Xn¼2

B )

and the related longitudinal-transverse split components, but

also the corresponding Si-related bound state (Si0Xn¼2
A ). In

conclusion, frequently reported linewidths of bound excitons

in GaN are not necessarily characteristic for the particular

sample as the wealth of excited states in GaN renders a

meaningful linewidth analysis a challenging task that does

not only require high-resolution spectroscopic equipment but

also selective excitation. Hence, despite the nowadays wide-

spread use of GaN in the industry, its careful spectroscopic

analysis still remains challenging, as among other wurtzite

materials like CdS and ZnO, GaN represents the special case

where small chemical shifts are paired with large, bound-
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excitonic linewidths and a rich optical signature related to

exciton-polariton formation.
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